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February 2021 Factor Performance Summary 
People have been talking about Value’s comeback for several years, and February 2021 saw that 
rotation in full swing, all around the world.  

In this report we examine four ‘regions’ (the US, Europe, Emerging Markets and Australia) to 
understand how factors performed in February 2021.  

In February: 

• Markets were up everywhere: S&P 500 up 2.6%, MSCI Europe up 2.3% and the MSCI 
Emerging Markets index up 0.7% 

• In all markets, Value outperformed Growth significantly, continuing the rotation (some) 
investors have long awaited.  

• High Volatility stocks outperformed in every region and Small Caps outperformed in all 
markets except Australia. 

• Quality and Growth suffered in every market while Momentum was mixed 

 
Now that Style Analytics is part of Investment Metrics, we’re adding some important data to this 
monthly report around fund flows, courtesy of the Investment Metrics’ Market Insights offering. 

In the US, equity funds have seen a steady outflow of assets for the past several years, all while 
providing the highest returns of any asset class: 

• Through 2020, Growth funds suffered smaller net asset losses than Value funds, but they 
lost investments every quarter except Q2 during the fastest equity price rises following 
the COVID crash. Curiously, this only applied to large and small cap growth funds, with 
mid-cap growth funds suffering asset losses even in Q2. 

• Large Cap and mid-cap Value funds suffered increasingly large losses throughout 2020, 
but small cap Value had de minimis asset flows until Q4 when they felt similar outflows to 
those experienced by small-cap growth funds. It seems that investors held out hope for 
Value funds throughout 2020 but started pulling out just as markets began their long-
awaited rotation to those very same Value funds. 
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US Equities  
Value stocks significantly outperformed the other fundamental factors in February, posting 
about 200 bps outperformance over the broader markets. Small caps and high Volatility stocks 
also outperformed in January. Last year, we published an analysis showing that precisely these 
three factor groups were expected to outperform in the first half of 2021.  

In February 2021, the overall US market rose about 3%. All Value sub-factors significantly 
outperformed, along with all Volatility sub-factors. The other factor groups had muted 
performance. Momentum’s mixed sub-factor performance is indicative of the rotation: whereas 
Growth’s outperformance was long enough to establish a trend, the switch to Value has erased 
that trend and hence medium-term Momentum has evaporated.  

 
Figure 1: February 2021 US Factor Performance on a sector adjusted basis. Source: Style Analytics. 

The now virtually guaranteed $1.9T COVID relief package, the strong US job market and 
consumers’ pent-up demand for spending are all pointing in the same direction: Value 
outperformance for the near term. The rise in the US 10-year rate also favors Value stocks over 
others, as we discussed in a recent podcast episode entitled “Irrationally Valuable.” We continue 
to expect this trend to continue for the coming period. The rising interest rates could also finally 
tip asset flows back into the equity direction.   
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European Equities  
Europe’s markets also had a modest overall gain of 3% in February, with a similar overall factor 
profile to the US markets’: Value/Volatility up. But in Europe, almost all other factor groups were 
consistently down.   

Growth stocks, in Europe, all did poorly except those with high Forecast Growth. As we’ve written 
about in our recent “sub-factors matter” analysis, this Forecast Growth was the best performing 
Growth sub-factor. It’s also the one most sensitive to rising interest rates: that rates remained low 
in Europe is consistent with Forecast Growth’s outperformance.   

 
Figure 2: January 2021 European Factor Performance on a country and sector adjusted basis. Source: Style Analytics. 

As we’ve mentioned before, our research on factors following US elections shows that European 
markets also tend to favor Value, Small Cap and High Volatility in the months after a US election. 
The profile above for Europe is almost textbook factor performance based on that research.  

Similar to our expectations for the US, we think that Value should continue to do well in Europe. 
Unlike the US, Growth stocks may outperform as well in the coming months in Europe both 
because of the lack of interest rate increases and the more modest governmental COVID 
intervention.  
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Emerging Markets Equities  
Emerging Markets (EM) has been a factor wild-card the past year, flip-flopping from month to month 
and often displaying factor returns unlike any developed region. Last month, the sub-factors within all 
groups (except Value) posted mixed performance. This month, EM is completely consistent with the 
US and European markets with outperformance by the three factor groups we identified as central to 
post-US election results: Value, Small Cap and high Volatility.  

 
Figure 3: February 2021 Emerging Markets Factor performance, country and sector adjusted. Source: Style Analytics. 

This factor consistency for EM in February, however, is part of the overall whiplash that EM has 
imposed on investors: last month, it had nearly the opposite profile. In January, Value, Small Cap 
and High Volatility all underperformed. The flip-flow doesn’t end there: Quality sub-factors also 
reversed as did the Momentum sub-factors.  

The strongest trend we see among factors in Emerging Markets is their tendency to bounce from 
month-to-month. While we’re not suggesting that they will do so again (there’s no good reason to 
believe they will), we will not be surprised if we see such a reversal in March.  
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Australia 
Australian equities resembled Europe with Value mostly up and Growth down, except for that 
most forward-looking sub-factor, Forecast Growth. While all Volatility sub-factors outperformed 
this month in Australia, market beta once again took first place.   

 

 
Figure 4: February 2021 Australian Market Factor performance, country and sector adjusted. Source: Style Analytics. 

Just like last month, Quality stocks fell in Australia regardless of which sub-factor one followed. 
Momentum was again mixed: trends have been hard to spot. 

The only real difference between Australia and Europe is that Large Caps did well in Australia.  
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Summary 
World markets posted modest gains in February, with factor profiles that were remarkably 
consistent with one another after January’s large differences: 

• Value stocks did well everywhere, and by every measure of valueness. The rotation to 
Value is unquestioned in magnitude – now, it’s just a matter of how long it can last.  

• High Volatility stocks also did well in all regions, and by each measure. “Risk On” is the 
order of the day.  

• Small Cap stocks did well everywhere except Australia, but even there the outperformance 
of Large Caps was modest.  

• Quality, Growth both suffered in all regions and by all measures except for the most 
forward-looking sub-factor: Forecast Growth.  

• Momentum, also known as “trend following” among commodity traders, was mixed in all 
regions as the rotation to Value took away the previous trend’s steam. We don’t expect 
Momentum to return until/unless Value can keep outperforming long enough to create its 
own trend.  

 
 
 
 
 

Appendix: How to read the charts 
Each factor’s performance is based on the relative performance of the top 50% (by market cap) of 
that specific factor compared to the overall market (the sole exception is the size factor which uses 
the top 70%). For example, for the first factor, book-to-price, we determine the period’s 
performance of the basket of stocks with the highest book-to-price values relative to the total 
market. 

Each factor is analyzed independently, and market and fundamental data are adjusted so that 
sector-average (within each country) relative data is used and the performance measurement 
isolates the factor’s contribution to return. In Figure 1, US stocks with a high book-to-price (i.e. 
high value stocks as measured by book-to-price) outperformed the broad US market by 220 bps 
on a country and sector adjusted basis.  
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